
PRODUCT NAME

Wardrobe

SIZE (cm)

length 120 width 50 hight 184

COLOUR

bleached natural birch / natural oak

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

material: bleached solid birch plywood, quality attested, natural veneer - modified oak

kutikai works with natural materials, embracing their original and unique character as 

a part of design. The colour and the drawing of growth ring may differ on each furniture 

due to unique character of plywood.

finish: organic paint compliant with the EN 71 part 3 Standard - Safety of toys - 

Migration of certain elements (no heavy metals). 

safety: The product has been designed and manufactured in accordance with the European 

Standard which is in force in Poland as Polish Standard PN-EN 716-1 & 2 + A1, all 

Kutikai furniture elements are hand-finished and covered with non-toxic paints, and 

strong emphasis in put on Safety and Quality Assurance. 

It is recommended that the wardrobe is fixed to a wall. The wardrobe is heavy. Lift 

with care.

cleaning: clean with a rug dumped with warm water. Do not use harsh chemicals as they 

will remove the finish. 

enviroment: Kutikai guarantees eco-friendly manufacturing process and safety of all 

materials used to manufacture this product.

Poduct Code: Art.No. 01.08



FUNCTION

While arranging the children’s room parents often find it hard to choose the wardrobe. 

Do small children really need it? It turns out that this interesting design from the 

Peekaboo Collection comes across the needs both of the newborn and - especially - 

the parents, and also accompanies children till school age. From the very moment the 

baby is born the wardrobe stores baby clothes. The size of the shelves and the rack 

for hanging clothes provide very convenient space for all the necessary accessories. 

Spacious drawers provide space for toys, books or socks when the kid grows older. 

Easily accessible, easy-to-grip by the hole, they are designed to be used by our 

children unassisted - something parents can’t wait to happen. They also encourage our 

little ones to keep the room clean and tidy from the very early years.

DESIGN

The Peekaboo Collection designed by Kutikai is simple in form and has one distinctive 

feature - a hole which attracts children with its familiar shape and makes them want 

to explore what’s on the other side or - play peekaboo.

Simple, safe, and practical, with a robust design, manufactured in a family carpenter 

shop in the south of Poland under strict designers’ supervision. 

The collection also stands out for its legs covered with natural veneer - modified oak 

which make it exceptionally light.
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